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Watch this lesson about patterns. 
https://www.thenational.academy/reception/maths/p
atterns-and-ordinal-numbers-reception-wk5-
5#slide-2
Can you find anything in your house with patterns on? 
Also listen out for the words the teacher is using 
like first, second and third – we are going to learn 
more about that next week!

Can you match the cards that rhyme? You 
could use the flashcards below or make your 
own. To start with use pictures to check  if 
you can hear the rhymes. If this is easy then 
you can have a grown up write some of the 
words and then find the matching card. 

Have a go at making your own 
music and sounds using purple 
mash. 
You can use the 2Beat 
programme to learn about 
rhythm and pulse. You can use 
the 2Explore programme to 
play and record simple 
melodies using different 
instruments. They have both 
been set for you as a 2Do. 
If you are having issues using 
Purple mash or would like to 
try something different you 
can also use Chrome Music 
Lab . The rhythm and 
Kandinsky options are 
especially fun!

Journey stick - Find an interesting stick 
and attach some string/wool to one end. On 
your walk, can you look for signs of summer 
in Wales in your local area? You can choose 
items/nature finds to remind you of your 
journey and add them to your stick. If you 
are using flower, please make sure that 
there are still some flowers left on the 
plant and for the birds and insects to 
enjoy. When you get home can you tell the 
story of your walk? I would love to hear 
what journeys you have been on and the 
sticks you have made! There are some 
examples below.

Can you complete the repeating patterns below? 
Choose one of the sheets to have a go at. If you 
don’t have a printer at home ask a grown up to draw 
some patterns down for you to carry on.

Can you continue 2 or 3 of the rhyming 
strings below or think of your own? It is 
important to do this through talking first so 
you get used to saying and hearing words that 
rhyme. You can then write your rhyming 
strings down as an extra challenge or even 
put some of them in a silly sentence, for 
example ‘the slug dug to the bug to have a 
hug;.

Can you  create your own patterns?  You can use 
colours but you can also make patterns out of 
shapes, sizes, sounds and items too  You could use 
paint, chalk, lego, toys, leaves, sticks, your body 
percussion or lots of other things. To make it easy 
do 2 step patterns, like blue, yellow, blue, yellow. 
To make it harder have a go at making 3 or 4 step 
patterns, for example clamp, stomp, click, clap, 
stomp, click.

All these stories are special because they 
have rhyming words in. Can you see if you can 
spot any of the rhyming words? Some are 
easy to spot and some are harder! Do you 
have any books at home with rhyming words?
- Gruffalo
- Green eggs and ham
- Hop on pop
- Giraffes can't Dance
- Aliens Love Underpants

Have a go at some more of the 
60 second challenges:
How many can you do? Will you 
make bronze, silver or 
gold? Choose one or more of 
the challenge cards or even 
make up your own!

You’ve done lots of exploring in your local 
area recently. Can you think of anything you 
think could be changed to make it even 
better? This could be to help people (for 
example better road crossings), help children 
(for example more play areas) or help nature 
(for example more flowers for bees or more 
bins). It could be something very personal to 
you or something that could help lots of 
people. Draw a picture of what this change 
would look like with a sentence below or write 
a letter to the local council asking them to 
make a change. There is a template you can 
use below if you would like.

Home Learning Grid: ReceptionWB 08.06.20 Week 9
Wellbeing activity – join in with this supermovers video all about the importance of self-belief https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks1-
pshe-believe-with-naomi-wilkinson/zjchd6f
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60 Second Challenge 

How many times can you 
bounce over a pillow in 60 
seconds? 
Both feet must land over the 
pillow for the jump to count.

A pillow
If you do not have a 

pillow, jump over a safe 
object!

Equipment 

Achieve Gold
80 Bounces

Achieve Silver
60 Bounces

Achieve Bronze
40 Bounces

The Physical Challenge 

#StayHomeStayActive

Speed Bounce Are you 
honest? 

Only count the  
jumps that are 

completed 
properly.

60 Second Challenge 

How many obstacles can 
you run around or jump 
over in 60 seconds?
Be creative! Place out objects; 
pillows, teddies around the space. 
Each time you jump over an object 
you score a point.

The Physical Challenge 

#StayHomeStayActive

Obstacle Course How will you 
move to make 

sure your 
jump as many 
as you can?

Lots of objects and 
a enough space on 

the floor!
Use as many objects as you 

can. This game is best 
played outside in the 

garden. 

Equipment 

Achieve Gold
45 points

Achieve Silver
30 points

Achieve Bronze
15 points



60 Second Challenge 

How many times can you 
tuck your legs up to your 
chest and then extend 
them out in 60 seconds?
Bring your legs up to your chest 
and then fully extend them out. 

The Physical Challenge 

#StayHomeStayActive

Tuck In Tuck Out Do you keep 
trying even 
when you 

want to give 
up?

Equipment 

Achieve Gold
15 tuck in tuck outs 

Achieve Silver
10 tuck in tuck outs 

Achieve Bronze
5 tuck in tuck outs

A bench or a step
If you do not have a 

bench or step complete 
the challenge in a raised 

position on the floor.

How many slalom runs can 
you complete in 60 
seconds?
Layout 3 objects 3 steps apart, you 
must run in and out of the objects 
and back to the start to complete 1 
slalom run.

The Physical Challenge 

#StayHomeStayActive

60 Second Challenge 

A safe space and  
3 objects. 

This activity is best 
played outside,  
where you have  

lots of space.

Equipment 

Achieve Gold
20 Slalom Runs

Achieve Silver
18 Slalom Runs

Achieve Bronze
12 Slalom Runs

Super Slalom Run 
Can you try 

and run as fast 
as possible?



Journey sticks




